Examples of games between two partners with mixed strategies, calculated by the use of the probability amplitude are given. The first game is described by the quantum formalism of spin one half system for which two noncommuting observables are measured.
Introduction
It was N.Bohr [1] who said that he believed that the discovery of quantum physics really is something more than the discovery of the laws of microphysics. He claimed that some aspects (mainly complementarity) of quantum mechanics can be manifested in other branches of science(biology etc.).
However, in spite of the fact that quantum formalism proved to be the best description of physical processes with molecules, atoms, atomic nuclei and elementary particles, its use for other phenomena, to say the least,was not demonstrated explicitly.
One of the other "fathers" of quantum physics J.von Neumann in his paper with G.Birkhoff [2] discovered that the specific feature of quantum formalism -use of wave functions as probability amplitudes is due to the difference of observables of quantum physics from those of classical physics. For finite dimensional Hilbert space these observables (yes-no questions) form the nondistributive modular orthocomplemented lattice. For classical physics this lattice is distributive. Later the analysis of foundations of quantum physics and its axiomatics in terms of lattices was prolonged by K.Piron,G.Mackey and others.
It became clear that due to nondistributivity of the lattice in case of quantum physics it is impossible to define the standard Kolmogorovian probability measure and this is the reason for introducing the probability amplitude, represented by a vector in Hilbert space.
A thorough analysis of the difference of probability calculus in classical and quantum physics was made by A.Khrennikov in [3] , [4] and different aspects of this difference were discussed at numerous conferences on foundations of quantum physics in Växjö [5] .
So,following the idea of von Neumann one can say that quantum formalism is the description of the new type of random behavior. Chance for this behavior is not described by the Kolmogorovian probability.This random behavior is repeatable and one can use von Mises analysis of frequencies of these or those results when measuring different observables. However, due to M.Born rule one must use different probability spaces for noncommuting or complementary observables, so that probability measures are defined by the wave function differently for these spaces.
The discovery of Von Neumann shows the way to find other than in microworld applications of the quantum formalism. One must look for situations when the distributivity law for conjunctions and disjunctions is broken. This law however must be broken in such a way that one comes to the nondistributive modular orthocomplemented lattices,because only in these situations for finite systems there is a possibility to introduce the probability amplitudes.In general case one can have nondistributive but not modular and orthocomplemented lattices for finite number of observables and the description of randomness in such cases is an open question.
A natural candidate for search of quantum like macroscopic system without use of Planck constant is some kind of a game.
This game must be such organized that disjunction and conjunction defined by the rules of the game are not Boolean.
This means that one can define the rules for conjunction and disjunction experimentally. C = A B if every time A-true follows C-true, every time B-true follows C-true. D = A B if every time D-true follows A-true,every time D-true follows B-true. Then one look for other properties of such C,D in the game considered. Is C true if and only if A-true or B-true or it can be that C-true also in other cases (there is not "only if")?
Is the rule of distributivity confirmed in our game for all A,B,C? To finish the general discussion of the reasons why games are the most natural examples of looking for application of the quantum formalism one can make a remark that even such a special feature of quantum physics as noncommutativity of operators can be found in games.In games one deals with "acts" and "acts" very often depend on the order.The typical example is that everybody understands the difference arising if one changes the order putting on first the shirt and then the suit... Examples of games described by vectors in Hilbert space,selfconjugate operators as observables realize in some sense N.Bohr's idea of other than the microworld situations described by the quantum formalism. The first example of such a game, leading to the nondistributive orthocomplemented lattice of the spin one half system was given by A.A.Grib and G.Parfionov in [6] .
The payoff matrix for the so called "wise Alice" game was written in terms of operators in finite dimensional Hilbert space for spin one half system. The average profit of the "wise Alice" was calculated as the expectation value of the "payoff operator" in the tensor product of Hilbert spaces for Alice and her partner Bob.Nash equilibrium points were found for different situations of the "wise Alice" game.
In this paper we give more explicit than in [6] the rules of the game "wise Alice". This especially concerns the angles for projections of spin operators for Alice and Bob used for different cases of the game. Then we shall give some other example of the quantum like game using the lattice for spin one system (massive vector meson in quantum physics). Differently from our example of "spin one half" wise Alice game here one can see the role of nondistributivity more explicitly,because it can be expressed in the payoff matrix structure.
As we said before the peculiar feature of these "quantum-like games" will be the necessity to use not the Kolmogorovian probability measure but the probability amplitude.Quantum-like interferences of the alternatives lead to new rules of calculations of average profits, see [3] for general theory of quantum-like inteference. That is why when comparison of the average profit in cases of classical and quantum like games is made the profit occurs different for these cases.
So these quantum like games demonstrate the situations where the formalism of quantum physics is applied to macroscopic games.Our examples are totally different from what now is widely discussed in many papers in the name of "quantum games" [7] . All examples with "quantum coins","quantum gamblers"etc. in this or that way use microobjects described by quantum physics as some hardware,while in in our examples everything is totally macroscopic.
However some results obtained in the cited "quantum game" activity can be applied to our examples. In our examples it is the strategies of Alice and Bob that are described by the quantum formalism. Alice, Bob and their acts are totally macroscopic, there is no need for the use of Planck constant for them. It is the set of frequencies of their acts which is calculated by use of the quantum formalism with wave functions different for Alice and Bob.The optimal strategy for both participants is described by the Nash equilibrium and it is characterized by the special choice of wave functions for Alice and Bob giving the maximal profit for what he/she can get independently of the acts of the other partner.
An interesting feature of our quantum like games is that their description by the quantum formalism makes necessary use of different probabilistic spaces when measuring observables represented by noncommuting operators.Events (acts)are mathematically described by projectors in Hilbert space. It is these projectors that form the nondistributive lattice ("quantum logic") on which the "quantum probability" or the probability amplitude is defined. On commuting projectors one defines usual probability measure by the Born rule.Typical for the quantum theory interferences of alternatives arise. The quantum rule for the average profit takes into account these interferences. That is one of the reasons of the difference of the result of caculation of this average due to quantum rules and rules of the standard probability calculus using Bayesian conditional probabilities.
Finally, we remark that recently there were obtained experimental results confirming quantum-like statistical behaviour in psychology, see [8] ; see also [9] on application of the contextual ("quantum-like") probability theory in theory of classical spin glasses.
2 Spin "one half" example of the quantum like game
The game "Wise Alice" formulated in the paper [6] is an example of the well known game when each of the participants names one of some previously considered objects. In the case if the results differ, one of the players wins from the other some agreed sum of money.The rules of the game are the following.
1. The participants of our game A and B,call them Alice and Bob,have a rectangular (in paper [6] it was taken as quadratic!)box in which a ball is located. Bob puts his ball in one of the corners of the box but does not tell his partner which corner. Alice must guess in which corner Bob put his ball.
2. Alice can ask Bob questions supposing the two-valued answer : "yes" or "no". Differently to many usual games the rules of this game are such that:
In the case of a "yes"answer Alice does not receive any money from Bob. In the opposite case she asks Bob to pay her some compensation. This feature is described by the structure of the payoff matrix.
3. Differently from other such games [10] Bob has the possibility to move the ball to any of the adjacent vertices of the rectangle after Alice asks her question. This additional condition decisively changes the behavior of Bob making him to become active under the influence of questions of Alice. Due to the fact that negative answers are not profitable for him he, in all possible cases, moves his ball to the convenient adjacent vertex. So if Alice asks the question " Are you in the vertex 1? " Bob answers "yes" not only in case if he is in 1 but also in cases when he was in 2 or 4 due to the possibility to "react" on the question of Alice and moving his ball. However, if the ball of Bob was initially in the vertex 3 he cannot escape the negative answer notwithstanding to what vertex he moves his ball and he fails,letting the ball to be in the same corner.Same rule is valid for any vertex. One must pay attention that in this case Alice not only gets the profit but also obtains the exact information on the position of the ball: honest answer of Bob immediately reveals this position.
Alice knows about manipulations of Bob.
So negative answers of Bob are valuable for Alice,only getting such answers Alice can unambiguously check exclusive positions of Bob. So different vertices are incompatible (exclusive) relative to negative answers of Bob. This leads to experimentally defined "conjunction"for Alice.
4. The game is repeated many times,any time Bob putting his ball to some corner and Alice guessing this corner.
5. Due to the rule 3 Alice can draw the graph of the game with four vertices and lines connecting them, leading as it was previously done for automata in A.A.Grib,R.R.Zapatrin [11] and also the book [12] to Hasse diagramm of the spin one half system for which two noncommuting spin projections are measured. The reason for arising of the nondistributive lattice represented by the Hasse diagramm for "events"in "wise Alice" game is due to the special property of disjunction recognized by Alice experimentally. She sees that 1 2 = 2 3 = 3 4 = 1 3 = 2 4 = I, where I is "always true". Here 1,2, etc. are corresponding questions of Alice.
It is this unusual property of the disjunction that makes Alice consult her friend, who is the quantum physicist, for recommendations concerning the frequencies of her questions about this or that vertex.
6. Concerning the frequencies of questions of Alice and Bob's putting the ball to this or that vertex one must formulate a special rule interpreting not quite clear idea of "preferences" in paper [6] .
The feature of Hasse diagramm is that it can be represented by projectors in Hilbert space nonuniquely by many different ways,making unitary transformations of one of the noncommuting operators.
So let Alice does not know the exact form of the rectangle used by Bob. Its diagonals which can be taken of the length 1 in some units can form different angles θ B . Depending on the angle Bob, thinking that Alice will ask him question 1 will put more frequently his ball to that adjacent to 1 vertex, the distance of which to 1 is shorter.It can be considered as a psychological parameter of the game [6] .
This angle is fixed for the game. Alice, not knowing the angle θ B , uses the hypothesis that it is some θ A and her friend -the physicist makes calculations of her average profit using this θ A . The choice of Alice of θ A means that she thinks that the "preference" of Bob's frequencies will correspond to shortest lines defined by θ A .
So because of fixation of "preferences for Bob's reactions the real free choice for Bob is the choice between alternative vertices on the diagonals of the rectangle 1-3, 2-4. That is why the probabilistic spaces used by Alice in her strategy will be different for these two kinds of events.
Let the payoff matrix of Alice has the structure of a four on four matrix h ik representing payoffs of Alice in each of 16 possible game situations, so that one has some positive numbers a,b,c,d as her payoffs in those situations when Bob cannot answer her questions affirmatively. Our game is an antagonistic game,so the payoff matrix of Bob is the opposite to that of Alice: (−h ik ). The main problem of the game theory is to find so called points of equilibrium or saddle points -game situations, optimal for all players at once. The strategies forming the equilibrium situation are optimal in the sense that they provide to each participant the maximum of what he/she can get independently of the acts of the other partner. More or less rational behavior is possible if there are points of equilibrium defined by the structure of the payoff matrix. A simple criterion for the existence of equilibrium points is known: the payoff matrix must have the element maximal in its column and at the same time minimal in its row. It is easy to see that our game does not have such equilibrium point.Nonexistence of the saddle point follows from the strict inequality valid for our game
In spite of the absence of a rational choice at each turn of the game, when the game is repeated many times some optimal lines of behavior can be found. To find them one must, following von Neumann [13] , look for the so called mixed generalization of the game.In this generalized game the choice is made between mixed strategies, i.e. probability distributions of usual (they are called differently from mixed "pure" strategies) strategies. As the criterion for the choice of optimal mixed strategies one takes the mathematical expectation value of the payoff which shows how much one can win on average by repeating the game many times. In usual classical games these expectation values of the payoff are calculated by using the Kolmogorovian probability and the optimal strategies for Alice and Bob are defined as such probability distributions on the sets of pure strategies x 0 = (x 
where H A , H B -payoff functions of Alice and Bob are the expectation values of their wins
h jk x j y k
The combination of strategies, satisfying the von Neumann -Nash inequalities is called the situation of equilibrium in Nash's sense. The equilibrium is convenient for each player, deviation from it can make the profit smaller. In equilibrium situations the strategy of each player is optimal against the strategy of his(her)partner. But as it was shown in [6] the calculation of averages for "wise Alice" game, knowing that Bob reacts on her questions must be different from that in classical game. Instead of the usual probability measure one must use the probability amplitude (the wave function) and calculate probabilities for different outcomes by use of the Born's formula.The reason for this is the following. If one defines the proposition of Alice that Bob's ball is located in vertex number k (defined by our rule 3) as α k ,then for any j,k one has
Pairs of propositions with the same "parity" (α 1 , α3), (α 2 , α4) are orthocomplemented. One has a breaking of the distributivity law. So, for any triple of different j,k,l one has the inequality
Really, the left side of the inequality is equal toα l , while the right side is zero. so the logic of Alice occurs to be a non-distributive orthocomplemented lattice described by the Hasse diagramm ( On the Hasse diagramm lines going "up" intersect in "disjunction",lines going "down"intersect in conjunction. The lattice described by our Hasse diagramm is isomorphic to the ortholattice of subspaces of the Hilbert space of the quantum system with spin one half and the observables S x , S θ .For our case it is sufficient to take the real (not complex)two dimensional space.So one can draw on the plane two pairs of mutually orthogonal direct lines {a 1 ; a 3 }, {a 2 ; a 4 } with the angle θ between them coinciding with some angleθ A or θ B due to the rule 6 of the game (Fig.2 Following the well known constructions of quantum mechanics we take instead of the sets of pure strategies of Alice and Bob the pair of twodimensional Hilbert spaces H A , H B .Use of Hilbert space permits us without difficulties to realize the nondistributive logic of our players. To the predicate α k put into correspondence the orth projectorα k . Same is done for Bob. Then one writes the self conjugate operator in the space H A H B which is the observable of the payoff for Alicê
Let Alice and Bob repeat their game with a ball many times and let us describe their behavior by normalized vectors φ ∈ H A , ψ ∈ H B , so that knowing them one can calculate the average according to the standard rules of quantum mechanics as
h jk <α j φ|φ ><β k ψ, ψ >= (5) ap 1 q 3 + cp 3 q 1 + bp 2 q 4 + dp 4 q 2
Here we take into account our payoff matrix.The operatorsα 1 ,α 2 can be written as two by two matriceŝ
The projectors orthogonal to them areα 3 ,α 4 , such that
The wave function φ can be defined on the plane as some vector with the angle α, in general different from the θ A .Then the probabilities defined by the Born's rule as projections on corresponding basic vectors a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 are
for Alice. For Bob one has some vector ψ with the angle β and θ B for β 2 if β 1 has the same form as α 1 .
The average profit is expressed as some function of α, β, dependent on parameters θ A , θ B : values of a,b,c,d and parameters θ A , θ B were found. These points correspond to Nash equilibria. Examples with two equilibrium points, one equilibrium point,and no such points at all were found.The results strongly depend on the difference of angle parameters and values of payoffs in the payoff matrix. 1 The payoff of the "wise Alice" in this case is EĤ A = 0, 5. Due to equivalence of all vertices one can take any other point as "preferable" for Alice and Bob,obtaining some other eigenstate of the spin projection operator.The "preference" here means that Bob is never putting his ball into this vertex and Alice guesses this.The payoff of Alice in all this cases of eigenstates of spin operator projections will be the same. This can be compared with the result for the game called in [6] "the foolish Alice" who used the standard probability calculus in the game with the same payoff matrix and the same quadrangle being ignorant about Bob's reactions on her questions. Then Nash equilibrium corresponds to equal probability for any vertex and the result is EH A = 0, 25 which is smaller than that obtained by her "wise" copy. However for the more general case [6] This point is denoted as 0. The rules of the game generally are the same as in the previous one.Bob has the same possibility to react on Alice's questions by moving his ball to the adjacent vertex and only his negative answers are valid for Alice. If Bob is in the isolated point 0 he always gives her the "yes" answer which is nonprofitable for Alice. A new rule will be added by us later making possible for Alice in some cases to ask two questions.We shall discuss it when writing the payoff matrix. Using the rule of A.A.Grib,R.R.Zapatrin [11] for drawing Hasse diagramms corresponding to the graph of automata one obtains for the case of spin one game (Fig.4 ) Fig. 4 Hasse diagramm of the spin 1 game.
It is easy to see that elements A 1 , A 3 , A 2 , A 4 , A 5 form the same diagramm as was considered for the "spin one half" game with the change of I on A 5 . But addition of the point 0 leads not only to the appearance of the new "logical atom" A 0 in our lattice but also to the appearance of the new level composed of A 5 , A 6 , A 7 , A 8 , A 9 which have the meaning of disjunctions A 5 = A 1 A 3 A 2 A 4 , A 9 = A 4 A 0 , A 7 = A 2 A 0 Elements of the lattice can be represented by projectors on subspaces of R 3 (Fig.5) . 
One has the orthogonality condition:
Our lattice is the nondistributive modular orthocomplemented lattice.The nondistributivity is manifested due to
This lattice can be represented by selfconjugate operators describing the spin one system (massive vector meson)for which two noncommuting spin projectionsŜ z ,Ŝ θ are measured.One has eigenvalues S = 1, 0, −1. The projector on the zero eigenvalue eigenvector is the same inŜ z ,Ŝ θ , that is why one has 5 atomic elements in the lattice. All projectors can be written as 3 on 3 matrices (see Table 3 ).
These are the well known in quantum mechanics operators of spin for the spin 1 system. The operators of observables of Bob are defined analogously, only the angle θ A can be changed on some θ B . Now let us discuss the payoff matrix. Besides the same rules as were introduced for the "spin one half" quantum like game we add a new rule,arising naturally due to the appearance of a new level in comparison with the "spin one half " game. The rule:Alice can ask not only one question,but two questions in case if the result of the first question corresponds to the "disjunction" . Due to her second question she can unambiguously guess where Bob' ball is located.For example Alice asks Bob the question:" Are you in 3?" The answer "no" means he is either in 0 or 1.Then she can ask the question:" Are you in 0?" The answer "no" will mean that he is at 1.As we formulated before only negative answers are valid for Alice.So she receives from Bob in the considered case of two negative answers the sum of money v 1 . But if she fails she receives nothing! If Alice asks the question 0 and the answer is "no",then Bob is in 1 2 3 4 and by guessing correctly this disjunction Alice receives some u 0 for any case. If Alice does not want to risk then receiving the answer "no" on her question: "Are you in 3?" she doesn't ask the second question and receives some u 3 . Same rule is true for any question.To write the payoff matrix put to the left corner the question which in some cases when Alice is going to risk plays the role of the second question. Putting
where all u i , v k are positive numbers one can define the payoff matrix (see Table 2 ). Let us explain again some rules defining the payoff matrix.For example Alice asks the question: "Are you in 0?" The answer is "no" ! Then she asks the second question: "Are you in 3?" The answer "no " means that Bob is in 1 and he pays v 1 . If Alice first asks question 1 and gets the "no" answer,then asks 3 and again gets "no" she knows that Bob is in 0 and she Alice 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 correspond to questions about disjunctions.Negative answers on them make possible guessing where Bob is only by this one question.For example "no" answer on 5 (one must look on the Hasse diagramm Fig.4 ) means that Bob is in 0 and she gets v 0 . Negative answer on 6 means that he is in 3 and she gets v 3 etc. The nondistributivity of the lattice is manifested in that,for example due to (11) by asking: "Are you in 0?" and receiving negative answer she concludes that Bob is in A 5 = A 1 A 4 and then asking:" Are you in 4? and receiving negative answer she concludes that he is in A 2 and gets the profit v 2 . However A 5 is also equal to A 2 A 4 because of nonuniqueness of the disjunction, that is why Alice can come to the same conclusion without breaking her mind by the nonBoolean nondistributive logic! The payoff operator for Alice can be written aŝ
The strategies of Alice and Bob are defined as vectors with angles
The average profit of Alice is calculated as
For different choices of θ A , θ B and different u i , v k one can obtain different Nash equilibria with some fixed values of α i , β k .
Interference of probability amplitudes in quantum like games
Here we shall discuss the following question. Let Alice doesn't know that Bob has the facility to move his ball when asked by Alice. Can she get the understanding of this facility observing the frequencies of his putting the ball to this or that vertex? This puts us into analysis of the von Mises frequency probability and the idea of the "context" dependence of transformation of probabilities discussed by A.Khrennikov in [3] .
In the classical case we have the Bayes' formula
where A = a 1 , a 2 and C = c 1 , c 2 are two dichotomic random variables.In the quantum case we have the formula
where θ is some phase. For the case of quantum like games (spin one half and spin one cases) this θ is equal to zero and A,C correspond to two spin projections having values +1 or-1, so that one has the formula
As we discussed before for the general case of Nash equilibrium with some θ A , θ B and nonequal values of a,b,c,d for spin one half game the state of Bob is some superposition of vectors of the basis forŜ xB |ψ >= c 1 |e 1 > +c 3 |e 3 >
and the probability for definite e 1 is
In the basis ofŜ θB it is |ψ >= c 2 |e 2 > +c 4 |e 4 >
and
so, taking into account different signs for our coefficients we get This formula can be understood as the generalization of the Bayes formula and if Alice by looking on frequencies can recognize it in Bob's behavior she can understand the quantum like type of his game.
In the game "wise Alice" one has two different complementary contexts -measuring S x , meaning Alice asking questions for vertices of the diagonal "1-3" or measuringS θ , Alice asking questions for vertices of the diagonal "2-4".
But it is important to notice that due to the structure of our gamepossibility of Bob to change the position of the ball by reacting to the question of Alice-we could not "select" for example elements with the property "1-3" without disturbing the property "2-4".
So if one could consider the ensemble of possible game situations for Bob before Alice put her questions and call this ensemble S 0 ,then considering questions "1-3"of Alice as some filtration leading to ensemble S 1 , the ensemble S 1 due to Bob's reactions will not coincide with S 0 ,i.e.subensemble of nondisturbed Bob's positions.
Let us analyze from this point of view of "contextually dependent" subensembles the simple situation of the "spin one half game" with the quadrangle and equal to one all a,b,c,d in the payoff matrix with the Nash equilibrium given by p 1 = 1, p 3 = 0, p 2 = 1/2, p 4 = 1/2.
What does it mean? It means that the " initial" ensemble of Bob was such that he never put his ball in 3.As to vertices 2 or 4 he put equally his ball either in 2 or 4. Without Alice's questions changing the whole situation one could think of his frequencies as if N 1 = 2N 2 = 2N 3 = 2m, so that the frequencies for "non perturbed" ensembles are
However if Alice makes the "selection" of subensembles asking questions concerning ends of diagonals "1-3","2-4" for quadrangle,the whole picture due to Bob's reactions will be changed.She will never see the ball in 3 as it was in the initial ensemble, but all balls will be moved to 1 when question 1 is aked.This leads to p 1 = 1, p 3 = 0 situation. If questions 2,4 are asked then all the balls will be equally distributed between 2 and 4! That is the meaning of p 2 = p 4 = 1/2.
So her friend, the quantum physicist,supposing this Nash equilibrium strategy of Bob and calculating the average profit for Alice will advice her asking with equal frequency questions 2 and 4.Asking question 1 will be unprofitable for Alice because Bob will never give her the negative answer. The average profit will be 0,5 as we said before. It is easy to see that our rule 6 concerning interpretation of the angle for spin projection in terms of "preferences" and corresponding frequencies is directly manifested in the situation of eigenstate Nash equilibrium. In more general case context dependence will be manifested not so trivially, interference terms must be taken into account and recommendations of the quantum physicist for Alice will be more sophisticated.
In conclusion one must make a remark that surely not for all kinds of games with "reactions", hidden from one of the partners one necessarily comes to the quantum formalism.It is only for special kind of graphs of games (see [12] ) that one comes to Hasse diagramms of the quantum logical nondistributive modular orthocomplemented lattice.If the graph is such that the lattice is nonmodular or not orthocomplemented one will not have the quantum like structure. It is necessary to describe stochasticity in such cases by something different either from Kolmogorovian probability or from the quantum probability amplitude. Example of such situation is given by the lattice of all topologies for three points [14] .
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